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ABSTRACT 

We propase two fast and stable methods to compute the likelihood of econometric models in state-space 

fonu, allowing for unit roots. The frrst ane exploits the properties of the Kalman filter when applied to 

models in steady-state innovations fontl. AftelWards we derive a procedure with similar properties that 
can be applied to any state-space model satisfying weak assrunptions. 

RESUMEN 

En este trabajo se proponen dos métodos rápidos y eficientes para evaluar la función de verosimilitud de 
modelos econométricos en fonna de espacio de los estados, pennitiendo raíces unitarias. El primero de 

ellos aprovecha las propiedades del filtro de Kalman cuando se aplica a modelos en fonna steady-state 

innovations. Posteriormente se deriva un procedimiento con propiedades similares que puede aplicarse a 

cualquier modelo en espacio de los estados que satisfaga algunos supuestos poco restrictivos. 
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1. Introduction. 

Methods to compute the likelihood of the parameters in State-Space (SS) models are important for tbree 

main reasons. First, the SS fonnulation ineludes as particular cases most time series models (Aoki, 1990). 

Second, the SS framework is adequate for nonstandard models like those with ratiooal expectations 

(Watson, 1989) or errors-in-variables (Terceiro, 1990). Third, literature provides the main results required 

for model estimation and inference (Terceiro, 1990).00 the other hand, wheo compared with standard 

algorithms, SS methods ofien increase the computational cost and the risk ofnumerical degradation. 

Increased computational overhead is due to the sparse structure ofthe matrices in SS representations, 

which causes most computer code to expend Jarge amounts of time in calcuIating the result of trivial 

floating-poínt operations (e.g., zero-by-zero). 

The numerical risk is a consequence of the intrinsic instability oftbe Kalman Filter (KF) Riccati equation, 

which is prone to generate conditional covariances with negative eigenvalues (see, e.g., Bierroan, 1977). 

Most approaches to this problem factorize the unstable matrices, paying again a cost in computer nmtime. 

In this artiele we address both issues, fust, by exploiting the properties of the KF when applied to models 

with a special structure and, later, by extending these results to the general case. We begin in Section 2 by 

defining common ootation and describing a likelihood computatíon procedure due to De Jong (1988). This 

method - which will be referred hereafier as 'conventional method' - has the important property of 

allowmg for unit roots in the state equation. It will he used, first, as a starting point to derive our methods 

and, second, as a benchmark to measure computational gains. 

Section 3 centers in the many models that can be expressed in a SS forro known as 'steady-state 

innovations'. When a SS model has this structure, the KF second-order moments are known. Therefore, 

direct substitution of these variables by their analytical solutions simplifies drastically the KF propagation 

provid:ing both, numerical stability and computational efficiency. Section 4 derives a similar method that 

can be applied to a general SS model satisfying weak assumptions. Section 5 compares the algorithms 

described in sections 2, 3 and 4 from the cornputational point ofview. The Appenrux contains the proof 

ofthe Theorem in Section 4. 

2. A standard approach to likelihood evaluation. 

Consider the model: 

(1) 

(2) 

2 

where zr is a (m xl )vector of observable variables u is a . 
vector, the errors w

t 
and VI are independent of;h l. •• ir xl) vector of mputs, XI is a (n Xl) state 

VI - iidN(O,R), cov(w¡v¡) =o SforaH 1"=12 :- m:a ~tate Xl and suc~ that wI - iidN(O,Q), 
r,E,H,D, Q,R,S,~ andP

I 
areunkno~:'" an Xl Ul'0"'UN - N(xl'PI)·Thevaluesin<I>. 

There are many ways t th . . 
o compute e likelihood of(1)-(2). De Jong (1988) d· h . 

enves t e expresslon' N . 

I(ZIU,e)=logIP,I+LlogIBI+~iTB-'-+1 1-' T -, 
I~l (¿ ( I ZI og PI + W I - W (P + W )-' 

H N N 1 N wN (3) 

whereZ = [z"z" ... ,zNl U = [u u u 1 de· r E H D Q R ' . l' 2'"'' N an lS a vector that contams the unlmown 1 . if'.. 

, , , , , and S. The lllnovations i and their di '. va ues 10 ""', 
from a KF initialized with P _ O fr I _con tlOnal Covarlance matrices B, in (3) result 

I - , omnowon KF(xl'0): 

i - Z Hi: D f - I - Ilt-l - Uf 

Pt + 1lt "" <I>Pt[t_1 <I>T + EQET KBKT 
- t t t 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

where X and X fu 
t+llt tlt-l are e one-step-ahead conditional ex ectatioos 

are the corresponding conditionaJ covariances and K is the ~F . ;: xt +t .and Xt' Pf.¡.ll¡ and Pt1t -1 
result from the recursions: t gamo e vanables wN and W

N 
in (3) 

(9) 

(!O) 

<1>, = (<1> - KH)'¡; . mo = 1 
1 1-1 ' 'I? 

(Il) 
Note tbat: 

1) Theteun, 10g1P,/' 10g1P,-' + W I and '" T(p_' + W -, . 
covariance. When the system is sta~ ~ ¡ h N) WN ID (3) depend ofthe initial state 

mots, tbe first tenn can be approximat o~:n . o t em can be computed. If fuere are sorne unit 

Sofoca (1997). The other expressions e t g ~:o aCc~Wlt only its stationary part, see Casals and 
Chu-ChIDl-Lin (1994). are no pro emaÍlc because PI -1 is finite, see De long and 
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2) The values X and P should be computed taking into account not onIy the stationarity of the , , 
series, but also the stochastic structure of ut (Casals and Sotoca, 1997). 

3. Likelihood computation for models in steady-state innovations formo 

Many time series models, including transfer functions, V AR and V ARMAX, can be represented in the 

steady-state innovations fonn (Aoki, 1990): 

(12) 

(13) 

where e, i5 a (m xl) vector of errors independent afthe initial state and 5uch that el - iidN(O, Q). Note 

that (12)-(13) i5 a special case of(1)-(2), where wt '" VI =: el and e =: J. When amadel i5 in this fonu, the 

KF computations can be done in a simplified manner, see Anderson and Maare (1979, pp. 232-235), In 

the rest of this section we combine these ideas with the likelihood function (3) to obtain a simplified 

version of the algorithm given by Eqs. (3)-(11). 

When the model is (12)-(I3), the likelihood function (3) becomes: 

N 

I(ZI U,e) " log IP,I + Nlog I Q I + L í/ Q -'i, + log IP,-' + WNI - w:(P,-' + WNf' wN 
t~1 

and the KF(xl , O) propagation simplifies to: 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

because the Riccati equation (7) has an exact and strong solution ¡; '" O, which implies p/+t ¡I = O, B t :: Q 
and KI :: E for a1l t = l,2, ... ,N. A proofofthese results is immediate by inductlon. Starting in t=2 and 

substituting P, " O in the right-hand-side of (6), (8) and (7), yields K, " E Q Q -, "E, B, " Q and 

P211 :: EQE T - EQE T == O, respectively, and these solutions remain the same for a11 t> 2. 

Las!, expressions (9)-(11) become: 

_ ",T HTQ-'-wt - wt_1 + ""'/_1 ZI ; Wo = O (17) 

(I8) 
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; <1>0 " 1 (19) 

The efficiency and stability ofthe algorithm (14)-(19) versus (3)-(11) is due to the faet that it avoids the 

recursive calculation of Pt+l l' BI and KI replacing these variables by exact values. There are also minor 

computational gains in (14) and (17)-(19) because afthe time-rnvariant nature of BI and XI' 

4. Simplified computation of the likelihood of general state-space models. 

The main limitation ofthe procedure described in Section 3 is that the direct SS representation of relevant 

models does not confonn with Eqs. (12)-(13). Sorne ofthese are structural time series models (Harvey, 

1989) or V ARMAX models with observation errors (Terceiro, 1990). The following theorem defines weak 

sufficient conditions for a general model to be represented in an equivalent steady-state innovations formo 

This result allows one to sirnplify the KF recursions in a similar way to that of previous section. 

Theorem: Consider the SS model ( 1)-(2) and assume that: 

i) The pair (H,CP), where <1> = <P - ESe T(CRC TrIH, is detectable. 

ii) PI ,¿P 

In these conditions, Zt is also the output of the steady-state innovations model.· 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

ji" HPH T + CRC T (24) 

The proof ofthis result is in the Appendix. As an immediate corollaty, it follows that the likelihood of (1)

(2) and (20)-(21) is the same i.i.f. i) and ii) hold. 

Assumption ii) is not very restrictive, as it always holds under the time irnmernorial hypothesis (De long 

and Chu-Chun-Lin, 1994). The hypothesis i) implies that the strong solution ofthe Riccati equation (7) 

can be expressed as (22)-(24), see Chan et al. (1984). 
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The Theorem implies that, ifhypotheses i) and ii) hold, the likelihood of (20)~(21) can be written as: 

N 

t(ZI U,6) = 10gIPI-PI +NloglEI + L i/E-li, + 
f=! (25) 

+logl(PI-Pfl+WNI-w;[(PI-Pfl+WNfIWN 

and in the partial nonstationary case (Le., when the morlel contains stationary and nonstationary roOt5) the 

term (PI - ¡irl can be computed by a direct application ofTheorem 3 in De Jong and Chu-Chun-Lin 

(1994), which implies that tbis matrix is fmite and nanzero. 

The innovations tt in (25) result from a KF(xt ,P) which, when applied to (20)-(21), simplifies to: 

(26) 

(27) 

Finally, the sequences wN and W N are obtained from the recursions: 

(28) 

(29) 

- --
<1>, = (<1> - KH)<I>¡-} ; <1>, = 1 (30) 

Therefore, the KF equations required to compute KI and B t are replaced by the exact values (23H24) and 
the propagation of PM 1/ is substituted by the solution of (22). The literature propases efficient and stable 

algorithms to solve this equation (Ionescu el al., 1997). 

5. Computational advantages. 

The computational cost of the algorithms described in Sections 2, 3 and 4 - denoted respectively by AO, 

Al and A2 - can be roeasured by the number of elementary floating point operations (flops) required to 

propagate the corresponding,filters. Table 1 compares the flops required by Eqs. (4)-(11) of AO and Eqs. 

(15)-(19) of Al for common econometric models. lt is immediate to see that the relative efficiency of Al 

is a direct function ofthe dimension ofthe state vector (n) and the number ofobservable variables (m). The 

computational gains range from43%-136% in the case ofunivariate models, to 130-220% in the case of 

bivariate roodels and to 1000-2000% in the case of roodels with a monthly seasonal parto The sample size 

does not affect the flops ratio in this case, as the cost ofboth filters is proportional to N. 

Table 2 compares tbe load of AO with tbe number offlops required to compute Eqs. (22H24) and (26)-

6 
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(30) of A2, for fv.¡o models which does not confonn direct1y with the steady-state innovations structure. 
In this case the relative efficiency of A2 increases with the sample size and the gains range from 26% (for 

N~lOO) lo 250% (for N~lOOO). 

[Insert Tables 1 and 2] 

The advantages of Al and A2 in terms of numerical stability arise froro the fact that they avoid the 

propagation ofthe Riccati equations (7H8), which the literature (see, e.g., Biennan, 1977) unanimously 
recognizes as the mam source of numerical degradation of the KF. Additional stability is obtained by 

avoiding the explícit inversion of P1 through its Cholesky factors. 
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the first and second-order conditional moments of ZI are: 

(A.! O) 

(A.!l) 

3) Finally, the last term of(A.3) depends of E(xl * ¡ z) and var(xl * i z), To compute these moments 

note that: 

(A.12) 

where z is the observable output corresponding to the initial conditions Xl and PI; z * is the output 

corresponding to a zero initial state with no uncertainty, and: ii =: lH<I> HIl>2 HcpN-l y. 

Eq. (A.l2) can be written as; 

H-· • H-( ') H-' .. Z =: Xl +Z + Xl -Xl = Xl +Z (A. 13) 

where z ** is the output of: 

(A. 14) 

(A.! 5) 

with ao initial state xt "'Xl -x/ such that Xl*" - N(xl'P), Then, the application ofa KF(xpP) to 

(A.14)-(A,15) yields a sequence ofuncorrelated innovations Zt*·, which covariance is Ji, and (A.14) can 

be expressed as: 

(A.! 6) 

~hereXisamatrixwhichblock-rowisH¡¡'H andthesequence (Pt = (~ - KH)i
t
_
1 

isinitiaIizedwith 

~1 = l. Building on these results, it is easy to prove (De long, 1988) that: 

(A.!7) 

(A.18) 

From the results in steps 1), 2) and 3), it follows thatthe log-likelihood of(1)-(2) can be written as; 
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Appendix. 

Consider model (1 }-(2) and assume, without loss of generality, that there are no exogenous variables U.e., r = O 

and D = O). Let be the state Xl'" which is related with the true initial state of (l)~(2), Xl' by: 

(A.]) 

whe,~ ~ isarandom vectorsuchthat E(~) = O, E(~xt) = O, x, = E(x,); P isgivenbyEq. (22) and: 

(A.2) 

Note tbat assumptions i) and ii) of the Theorem assure that coy (~) is positive-semidefinite. Then, the log

likelihood function ofthe sample is: 

(A.3) 

Under the gaussian assumption and discarding constants, the tenns in (A.3) can be expressed as shown in 

the following steps 1), 2) and 3): 

1) The first term is: 

(AA) 

because E(x;) = O and var(x;) = (P, - P)P,-'(P, - P) + vareO = P, - P, see (A. 1)- (A.2). 

2) The second term is: 

N 

t(ZIX;) =NlogIBI + L" B-'" (A.5) 
1-1 

where Zt and ji result from the KF(x1,P): 

(A.6) 

(A.7) 

P,=P (A.8) 

B,=B (A.9) 

where i and ji are given by (23) and (24), respectively. The initialization (xl,P) is adequate because 

9 

N 

t(z! B) = log P, - PI +NlogIB! + L "B;'" +log (P, -pr' + w 
1-1 

wmch coincides with the log-Jikelihood of (20)~(21), see Eq. (25). 

II 

_WT[(P,_p¡-1 +Wr'w 

(A.19) 
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TabIe L Computational efficiency of Al versus AO. 

Dimensions Models 

Univariate: 

n ~ 1 ; m ~ 1 AR(l) , MA(l), ARMA(l,l) 

n ~ 2; m ~ 1 AR(2), MA(2), ARMA(2,1) 

Univariate (with seasonal part): 

n~4 ;m~l AR(l)"MA(l)"AR(l)xMA(l), 

n ~ 5 ; m ~ 1 MA(l)xMA(l)" ARMA(l,l)xMA(l), 

n ~ 8 ; m ~ 1 AR(2)"MA(2)" ARMA(2,1), 

n ~ 12; m ~ 1 AR(l)lz' MA(l)¡z, AR(l)xMA(l)lz 

n ~ 13; m ~ 1 MA(l)xMA(l)lz' ARMA(l,l)xMA(l)12 

n ~ 24; m ~ 1 AR(2)lZ' MA(l)¡" MA(l)XAR(2)lZ 

Bivariate: 

n~2;m~2 VAR(l), VMA(l), VARMA(l,l) 

n ~ 4; m ~ 2 VAR(2), VMA(2), VARMA(l,2), VARMA(2,1) 

F1op, (AD)! Flop' (Al) 

1.44 

2.36 

3.95 

4.77 

7.29 

10.69 

11.54 

20.94 

2.30 

3.22 

TabIe 2: Computational efficiency of A2 versus AO. 

Dimensions 

n=2;m=1 

t The model is: 

T¡ '" T,-l +D, 

D¡=DI_l +1)/ 

z¡ '" TI + el 

Model 

ARMA(2,1) + observation error 

Structural time series modelt 

F10ps (AD) I F10ps (A2) 

1.26 

1.28 

2.77 

3.30 

3.46 

3.61 

where T¡ is the treud, D, is the change of trend and the noise tenns are such that n - iid(O a') 
2 ·11 ' 1] , 

el - iid(O, DE) and E(r¡¡ e) == O. 


